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Elementary computations over relational structures give rise to computable relations 
definable by formulas of the form (V relations) (3 objects) cp, with cp quantifier free. Particular 
complexity classes, such as NLog-Space, P-Time, P-Space and Exp-Time, can each be charac- 
terized by a particular variant of the computation model, and the computable relations of 
each such variant are precisely the ones defined by certain syntactic variants of formulas of the 
form above. Thus a descriptive characterization in higher order logic is obtained for each such 
complexity class. Several known descriptive characterizations of complexity classes ensue. 
e 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
We study relations between two properties of problems about finite structures: 
their computational complexity and the syntactic complexity of their formal 
description. An old paradigm of such a relation is Kleene’s equivalence between 
computational and descriptive definitions of RE problems over the natural numbers 
(with basic arithmetic functions): a problem is recognized by a Turing Machine on 
Jf iff it is definable by an existential first order formula. 
When considering one finite structure in isolation, the characterization of a 
relation is trivial under any approach, since every such relation is finite. The object 
of interest is here more global. For a first order structure 9’ write 191 for the 
domain of 9, and [(YII for the cardinality of 191. 
DEFINITION 1. Let @? be a collection of structures. A predicate (of arity r) over ~2 
is a function 9 that assigns to each structure 9’ in V an r-ary relation over 1,Y’l. 
That is, 9~l-I.~~~ 19’1’, where n is the dependent product construct.’ 
* Research partially supported by OND Grant NOOO14-84-K-0415 and by DARPA Grant F33615-81- 
K-l 539. 
’ The notion that a formula determines a process that uniformly delineates subsets of structures is 
implicit already in early formahzations of set theory, for instance in Frege’s comprehension principle 
and, in particular, in Fraenkel and Skolem’s axiom of replacement. In relation to collections of first- 
order structures the notion was used by Tarski’s [Tar52, Definition l] and in [BM78]. Other terms for 
it include generalized relations [Rou87] (referring to [BM78]), data base queries [CH80], global 
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For predicates B over finite structures, Fagin [Fag741 and Jones and Selman 
[JS74] proved2 a result akin to Kleene’s: B is defined by a program running in 
nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) iff it is defined by a purely existential 
second order formula, that is, a formula of the form 3 R, . . .3 R, cp, where R, . . . R, 
are variables ranging over relations, and cp is a first order formula over the 
vocabulary in hand augmented with R, ... R,. From this it immediately follows 
that a problem is definable by a second-order formula iff it is in the polynomial 
time hierarchy [Sto77]. The Fagin-Jones-Selman theorem is a purely logical 
characterization of NP, in the sense that it requires no operators other than 
propositional and quantilicational constructs. 
We want to develop a general method for obtaining purely logical charac- 
terizations of this kind and to obtain particular characterizations for several major 
complexity classes. Going from formulas to computations is obvious, since suitable 
computing devices can directly compute the boolean value of given formulas (with 
respect to a given valuation of the free variables). For instance, Kleene showed that 
a L’y relation is RE by showing that it is computed by unbounded iteration. 
The canonical method for doing the converse, going from computations for 
formulas, is to explicitly describe the behavior of computation devices. For 
example, one shows that every RE relation is L’y by showing how computation 
traces can be coded in the language of arithmetic. 
An important property of computing over finite structures, as opposed to o, is 
that even restricted forms of computing have no first-order description over the 
structures themselves (without use of auxiliary structures): the first-order definable 
computations do not even capture deterministic log-space [AU79]. This difference 
leads us to the consideration of higher order logics. 
An additional difficulty arises for characterizations of resource bounded com- 
plexity classes: the description of a Turing machine computation refers, in general, 
to an unbounded tape. If machine configurations are to be described in the 
language of (second or higher order) logic, then complexity classes ought to be 
defined by computation models that use configuarations of fixed size, such as 
machines that operate directly on given structures without using any auxiliary 
memory. We dub such computing devices “on-site.” Examples of on-site com- 
putation models are flowcharts, Friedman’s FAPs [Fri71], and program schemes. 
On-site computing is general enough for our purpose, since auxiliary memory can 
often be traded (at least over structures with an order relation) for extra control 
relations [Gur87], global predicates [BG86 J, uniformly defined relations [ Rou87], and predicates over 
oracles [CF87]. The term “predicate” seems particularly appropriate, since it had been broadly inter- 
preted well before the advent of the calculus of relations and of model theory. All the more so since the 
phrase “predicate” has been replaced in mathematical writings by “predicate letter” and “relation” (so as 
to disambiguate its syntactic and semantic readings; compare [Chu56, Fn. 4581). 
*The theorem stated here is Fagin’s. Jones and Selman proved a similar and closely related result, 
that first-order spectra are precisely the sets computable in NTime(Z”), where the input is given in 
binary. The proof methods of [Fag741 and [JS74] are similar. 
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capability. For example, log-space auxiliary memory can be traded for additional 
heads [Har72], and polynomial-time use of auxiliary memory can be traded 
for additional heads plus alternating control [CKSSl]. Further computational 
resources can be traded for control mechanisms that involve pointers to higher 
order objects, such as sets over the given structure, or sets of sets. 
Thus, our method of going from computations to formulas is in two steps: lirst 
we show that computations in a given complexity class can be simulated by a 
suitable kind of on-site computations; then we show that the latter can be explicitly 
described by formulas of a given syntactic form. 
The syntactic classes of formulas we consider are restrictions and generalizations 
of the class of second-order formulas of the form VR 3%~ (where i? are relational 
variables, X are individual variables, and cp is quantifier-free). We dub these for- 
mulas “computational,” because they can be brought to a form that directly 
conveys computation descriptions. 
While computational formulas define, over w, precisely the RE relations [Bar75 
or Rog67], that is-no more than the L’y formulas, they are much more powerful in 
general, and they have been recognized as probably the most adequate analog, for 
admissible sets and structures, of recursive enumerability. For instance, com- 
putational formulas are equivalent, over countable admissible sets, to C, formulas 
[Bar69; Bar75, Theorem VIII.3.11. Also, the correspondence between finite and RE 
sets over w, on the one hand, and hyperarithmetical and n: sets in the analytical 
hierarchy on the other hand [KS651 is made transparent by the fact that a relation 
over an infinite structure is Z7; iff it is computational over the admissible closure of 
(i.e., the smallest admissible structure on top of) the structure [BGM71]. 
We shall see that unrestricted computational formulas define precisely the co-NP 
predicates. To characterize more restricted complexity classes, we identify a 
correspondence between the scope of the control constructs of on-site machines and 
syntactic restrictions on the corresponding computational formulas. For instance, 
to a sequential flow of computation (which characterizes computing in nondeter- 
ministic logspace) there corresponds a notion of sequential computational formulas: 
the description of a sequential computation is a sequential formula, and a sequen- 
tial formula can be read as a set of operational instructions for a machine with a 
sequential control flow. Similarly, a purely logical characterization of polynomial- 
time computing is obtained by formulas in which “guess-free” control flow is 
imposed by a restriction to computational formulas where the first-order quantifiers 
are bounded, in an appropriate sense. 
Dually, to characterize complexity classes broader than NP and co-NP, we shall 
replicate in third and higher order logics the definitions of computational formulas 
given above for second-order logic. 
In summary, we use on-site computation models and variants of what we call 
computational formulas as a uniform framework for systematically deriving descrip- 
tive characterizations of various complexity classes. From these we then easily 
derive several known and important descriptive characterizations of complexity 
classes, such as Fagin-Jones-Selman’s aforementioned characterization of NPTime. 
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characterizations of NLogSpace due to Immerman [Imm87] and to Blass and 
Gurevich [BG86], characterizations of PTime due to Immerman and Vardi 
[Imm86, Var82] and to Immerman [Imm87 J, and characterizations of PSpace and 
Exponential Time due to Immerman and Christen [Chr74, Imm87]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the first two sections we define 
on-site models of computation and exhibit their ,strength in terms of resource 
measures. We then define in Section 3 computational formulas and their normal 
forms. The third and main part of the paper consists of four sections in which we 
prove equivalences between 
?? sequential (= log-space) computing and definability by our “sequential 
formulas,” 
?? alternating (= P-time) computing and definability by our “bounded 
formulas,” 
?? first-order definability and a suitable notion of “directed computing,” and 
?? computing with higher resources (starting with P-space) and definability in 
third and higher order logic. 
A concluding section discusses the nature of the relation between our results and 
previously established descriptive characterization of complexity classes. 
1. ON-SITE COMPUTATION MODELS 
1.1. Sequential First Order On-site Acceptors 
For the rest of the paper let Y denote a structure vocabulary, i.e., a signature, 
consisting of function identifiers and relational identifiers, with a non-negative arity 
associated with each identifier. We assume that equal is one of the (binary) 
relational identifiers of “Y-, and that it is always interpreted as equality. It is also 
convenient to assume that among the function identifiers are Zf for all k 2 i 2 0, and 
that Zf is always interpreted as the projection function, I:(+, . . -x,J = xi. 
Our basic computation model is the acceptor, a notational variant of finite 
flowcharts, branching programs and formal algorithmic proceudres [Fri71]. This is 
basically a generalization, from tape structures to arbitrary structures, of multi-head 
read-only Turing machines. A (sequential, on-site) acceptor M (of vocabulary Y) 
consists of the following3: 
?? a finite set Pt = Pt(M) of pointers4; 
3 We use the qualifiers “sequential” and “on-site” when such emphasis is relevant. 
4 We favor the term pointer over head, variable, or register mainly because we prefer the visualization 
it suggests. The term “head” is mostly visualized as a scanning gadget and does not suit random access 
and reference to higher order objects. The term “register” seems to suggest copying and symbolic 
computation. 
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?? a finite set St = St(M) of internal states, with two designated states, START 
and ACCEPT; 
?? transition rules 0, of two kinds: Relation Evaluation, 
where Q is an r-ary relation letter of Y (r 2 0), so, s, , s2 E St, and II, . . n, E Pt 
(repetitions allowed); or Function Evaluation, 
so,f, J-cl “‘?t,*S,, no, 
where f is an r-ary function letter of Y (Y 2 0), so, s, E St, and rco . . . n, E Pt. 
M is deterministic if each state is the origin of at most one transition rule. The state 
so in the transitions above is the source of the transition. 
Let 9’ be a V-structure. A oaluation (of M) over Y is a function 
q : Pt(M) 3 191 
of Y-values to the pointers of M. A configuration of M on 9 is a pair (s, q), where 
s is a state and q is a valuation. 
The transition rules 13 of M induce transitions between configurations: we have 
(s, ‘I) J6 (s’, il’) 
if either 
?? 0 is a relation evaluation as above, s is so, s’ is s, if Q”(qrc, . . . qn,), and s’ is 
s2 otherwise; the positions of the pointers remain unchanged: q’ = q; or if 
?? 8 is a function evaluation as above, s is so, s’ is sI, q’no =fY(rp, . . qn,), 
and q’n= qn: for z # 7co (rc E Pt). 
For configurations IC and K’ we write K aM K’ if there is a transition of M from K 
to K’. For example, a relational transition where the identifier Q is true yields a 
spontaneous transition from one state to another. A function evaluation with a 
function identifier f of arity 0 (i.e., a constant) induces a machine transition that 
simply moves pointer no to the value f”. Transitions that move a pointer to the 
current value of another pointer are function evaluations for one of the projection 
functions (which we assume are always present). 
Let q be a valuation. A computation for q is a list (so, qo) . ..(s.,,, a,) of 
configurations, where 
so = START, q. = 4, (si, ql) *M tst + 1) vi + , ) for i < m, and s, = ACCEPT. 
M accepts v if it has a computation for r]. 
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To define acceptance of a tuple of structure elements, we assume given a 
canonical listing (without repetitions), rci ... rc,, E Pt. We say that M accepts a tuple 
ii= (Ill . ..Uj>. UiE IyI, 
if M accepts the valuation rl= ylu defined by 
(VT; = ui (i < j, h), qni = ui (j < i < h). 
Examples of sequential acceptors are finite automata over finite (or infinite) 
words, automata over graphs [BK78], and read-only (multi-head) Turing 
machines. A multi-tape Turing machine can be viewed as an acceptor over the 
Turing Tape over an alphabet Z, Turing(Z). For Z= (0, l} this is the structure 
( Tape, Empty, zero, one, left, right >, 
where Tape = Z* x Z* (Z = (0, 1 }), and zero, one, left, and right are unary 
functions that define appropriate updates of the tape. For instance, 
zero( (w, aw’}) = (w, 0~‘); zero((w, E))= (w,O) (where w, w’ E Z*). 
1.2. More General On-site Acceptors 
A broader family of on-site acceptors arises by allowing pointers of higher type, 
alternating control, and the use of auxiliary structures. 
1.2.1. Higher Order Pointers 
We define inductively the types and their orders: o is a type of order 1. If z1 . . . t, 
are types of order <k, then (zi , . . . . t,) is a type of order k. For each type r, the set 
9” of objects (relations) of type z, is defined by induction on z: 
Y”= IYI= the universe of Y 
f+I .‘.G) = y’1 x . . . x 9% 
Each machine M has associated with it a finite set Y of types and, for each 
t E Y, a finite set Pt’ of pointers rc’ to objects of type r. For example, the first-order 
acceptors defined above have F = (o}. Pointers of type (o), the type of sets, can be 
visualized as a tagging (or coloring) of the structure’s elements, those of type 
((o)kas tagging of those tags, etc. 
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1.2.2. Transitions for Higher Pointers 
We consider transition rules of six kinds’: 
Relation Evaluation: so, e, n: . . 7c; * S1) s2 
Pointer Evaluation: so, n (71, . I,) 9 Jc;’ . ..7r~-s.,s2 
Function Evaluation: s,,f,ny.~~7rr:=s,,n; 
Tagging: so, 71;’ ...71~‘=>sl,~~l..-“~ 
Untagging: Identical in form to Tagging 
Selection: s()*sl, 7c;. 
Let Y be a Y-structure. A oaluation (of M) over Y is a function 
where 
tj’ : Pt’ + 9’. 
A configuration of M on Y is a pair (s, q), where s is a state and q is a valuation. 
Transitions between configurations are natural extensions of transitions between 
first-order configurations; pointer evaluations are similar to relation evaluations, 
except that the current value of the indicated pointer is considered in place of a 
predicate letter of Y. Tagging adds the point (qn,, . . . . qrc,) to mro. Untagging 
removes that point (if it is in the relation). Selection nondeterministically moves 
pointer no to an arbitrary object in 9”. 
Selection transitions are not needed for computing over Herbrand structures, i.e., 
structures where all values are denoted by closed V-terms: 
PROPOSITION 1. A selection transition can be simulated, over Herbrand structures, 
by a nondeterministic use of function evaluation transitions. 
Proof Selection over (type o) individuals can be simulated by nondeterministic 
search through the structure’s domain, with a nondeterministic option to stop the 
search at the current value at any time. The simulation of selection for objects of 
higher type follows by induction on types. a 
We shall state explicitly that selection is allowed wherever that should be the 
case. 
1.2.3. Sequential and Alternating Computations 
Let q be a valuation of M over 9’. A sequential computation for q is defined as for 
first-order acceptors. To define acceptance of a tuple of structure elements, we again 
5 Other useful transitions, such as tests for membership, for emptiness, and for equality between 
objects of higher type, will not be used here. 
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assume a canonical listing of the set Pt” of pointers to (type O) objects. We say that 
M accepts a tuple ii of 1.~71 values if M accepts the valuation v = qc defined by 
?j7Cp=Ui (i<jp h), Ypc+I;(j<i<h), rpT=O (TE9-- {o}, ZEPV). 
A more general condition on legal computation admits alternation of control 
flow, allowing computations to branch universally as well as existentially [CKS81]. 
An alternating (first-order, on-site) acceptor M (of vocabulary Y) has designated 
states START and ACCEPT, and all states other than ACCEPT are classified as 
either existential or universal. An acceptance tree (for q) is a well founded (i.e., every 
branch is finite) tree of configurations, where 
?? the configuration at the root of the tree is (START, q); 
?? if a configuration K is the tree has an existential state, then it has exactly one 
child IC’ in the tree, where K *M K’; 
?? if a configuration K in the tree has a universal state, then its children in the 
tree are all configurations K’ such that K aM K’; 
?? the leaves of the tree are configurations whose state is ACCEPT. 
M accepts q if M has an acceptance computation tree for q, and M accepts ii if it 
accepts qti. 
An acceptance tree must be finite (except when the structure is infinite and selec- 
tion transition are permitted with a universal state as source) because a finitely 
branching well-founded tree is finite (KGnig’s principle). 
1.2.4. Auxiliary Structures and Turing Acceptors 
Given structures Y and d, let 9’@&, the disjoint sum of the two structures, be 
the two-sorted structure with the sorts interpreted by (91 and I_($[, respectively, 
whose vocabulary is the disjoint union of the vocabularies of 9’ and d, with each 
one restricted to its corresponding sort, and where the interpretations of the 
vocabulary symbols are as given in Sp and d. Note that a machine over Y@d 
may have tests on values in one structure leading to a function evaluation on the 
other structure. 
Now fix d (the “auxiliary” computing structure). We define an d-acceptor (for 
vocabulary Y) to be an acceptor which, for a given V-structure Y, operates on 
Y@d. Computing with the natural numbers (with the successor function) as an 
auxiliary structure has been studied extensively (see, e.g., [Fen80]). The structure 
of interest to us is the Turing tape, as defined above. A Turing acceptor is an 
(Turing tape)-acceptor with one pointer to the Turing tape structure, which is 
initialized to (E, E). A Turing acceptor M runs in space F(n) (F a unary numeric 
function) if for finite structure 9, for every configuration (s, q) occurring in a 
computation of M over Y@ Turing, if qx = (w, w’) E ITuringl, then [WI < F( 119’[1). 
As usual, M runs in log-space if it runs in space O(log(n)), and M runs in 
polynomial space if it runs in space O(nk) for some k. 
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2. THE POWER OF ON-SITE COMPUTING OVER ENUMERATED STRUCTURES 
2.1. Enumerated Structures 
We focus here on enumerated structures (also called ordered structures), which 
include the case where structures are presented on a Turing tape. Let Y be a 
vocabulary that includes a constant identifier, say 0, and a unary function identifier, 
say sue. A “Y-structure Y is enumerated if the structure (/9’pI, O”, sue”) is 
isomorphic to the structure Z, of the integers (with zero and successor) modulo n, 
where n = 19’1. 
2.2. Sequential Acceptors Equal Log-Space 
The following fundamenal result seems to be due to Hartmanis [Har72, HH74]. 
A proof can also be found in [Gur87]. Recall the definition of predicates from the 
Introduction. 
THEOREM 2 (Hartmanis). Let 9 be a predicate over enumerated ^Ir-structures. 9 
is definable by a (nondeterministic) log-space Turing acceptor ijjf it is definable by an 
on-site acceptor. 
The idea of the proof is this. It is evident that a k-pointer on-site acceptor over 
an enumerated structure can be simulated by a one pointer Turing acceptor that 
uses, on all structures of size n, auxiliary tape of size k log n, since the position of k 
pointers can be recorded by that many bits. The converse is based on the ability to 
code log n bits by the position of a pointer in an enumerated structure of size n. 
2.3. Alternating Acceptors Equal Polynomial Time 
The proof of Theorem 2 applies equally to alternating acceptors, yielding: 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 be a predicate over enumerated “Y-structures. 9’ is definable 
by a log-space alternating Turing acceptor iff it is definable by an alternating on-site 
acceptor. 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a predicate over enumerated V-structures. 9 is definable 
by a deterministic polynomial-time Turing acceptor ijjf it is definable by an alternating 
log-space Turing acceptor. 
Proof: Similar to [CKS81]. 1 
The last two theorems imply: 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 be a predicate over finite enumerated V-structures. 9 is 
definable by a deterministic polynomial-time Turing acceptor iff it is definable by an 
alternating on-site acceptor. 
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2.4. Higher Order Acceptors 
We turn now to second-order acceptors. 
THEOREM 6. Let 9’ be a predicate over finite enumerated Ilr-structures. 9 is 
definable by a polynomial-space (first-order) Turing acceptor iff it is definable by a 
second-order on-site acceptor. 
Proof Let Y be an enumerated V-structure of size n, and let M be a Turing 
acceptor operating in space <n k. A k-ary relation on the structure can code nk bits 
on the auxiliary tape. The position of the pointer on the auxiliary tape, 
1 Cini (ci<n), 
can be recorded by k pointers on the structure, at positions q,. .. ck_ I in Y (where 
c “in 9”’ is s@)(O)). Pointer movements on the Turing tape are easily recorded by 
separate movements of these k pointers on Y, and writing on the auxiliary tape 
(i.e., changing values mod 2) can be similarly recorded on the coding relations using 
tagging and untagging. 
Conversely, a second-order on-site acceptor can be simulated by a (deterministic) 
polynomial-space first-order Turing acceptor: a pointer to a relation of arity r is 
simulated by a block of nr cells on the work tape. Routine Turing machine macros 
will keep track of the blocks representing the various relational pointers, and record 
on them the tagging and untagging transitions. 1 
Note that if the Turing acceptor runs in space knP, then the corresponding on- 
site acceptor has k pointers of arity p, aside from individual pointers. Conversely, if 
a second-order on-site acceptor has k second-order pointers of arity <p, then the 
corresponding Turing acceptor runs in space knP. 
THEOREM 7. Let 9 be a predicate over finite enumerated V-structures. B is 
definable by an exponential-time6 Turing acceptor iff it is definable by an alternating 
polynomial-space Turing acceptor. 
Proof Similar to [CKS81]. 1 
Again, the last two theorems imply: 
THEOREM 8. Let B be a predicate over finite enumerated V-structures. B is 
definable by an exponential-time Turing acceptor tff it is definable by an alternating 
second-order on-site acceptor. 
6 Here “exponential time” means time 0(2p’“‘), P a polynomial. 
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3. COMPUTATIONAL FORMULAS 
We now turn to syntactic conditions on formulas in higher order logic, which we 
shall then associate with complexity classes. 
3.1. Computational Normal Formulas 
We call computational any formula of the form VR 3X+, where i? are relational 
variables, X are individual variables, and II/ is quantifier-free. The term “com- 
putational” is justified by the fact that every computational formula describes a 
computation process (Theorem 9 below). 
Computational formulas have been the focus of study in generalized recursion 
theory, where they were introduced by Barwise [Bar691 under the name strict Z71 
formulas [Bar75, Chap. 81. Some aspects of their relevance were listed in the 
Introduction. 
The computational nature of computational formulas becomes evident when they 
are converted into an equivalent form, of computational normal formulas. These 
have an evident reading as an algorithm, just as prenex normal first-order formulas 
have an evident quantificational reading. 
A condition is a quantifier free Y-formula. Let R be a tuple of relational 
variables. An (R-)atom is a formula R(i), where R is in R and i is a tuple of terms. 
An (R-)simpleton is a formula R(X), where R is in R and X is a tuple of variables. 
We use 1, c1 and p (possibly decorated with subscripts or marks) as syntactic 
parameters over conditions, R-atoms and R-simpletons, respectively. 
An (I?-)assignment is a formula of the form 
An (R-)production is a formula of the form 
This production is bounded (with respect to U)’ if each variable in a, other than 
variables in ti, is an argument of p. 
An (R/i&)initialization is the universal closure, with respect to all free variables 
other than variables in U, of a disjunction of assignments. An initialization is sequen- 
tial if it has only one disjunct. 
An (@&)closure is the universal closure, with respect to all free variables other 
than variables in ii, of a disjunction of productions. A closure is sequential if it has 
only one disjunct. A closure is bounded if each one of its productions is bounded. 
’ We use the phrase “bounded” because the variables (other than ti) are restricted to a named domain, 
which is exactly what bounded quantification means in arithmetic (Vx< f ‘. .) and in set theory 
(VXEl...). 
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An (@i-)target is the existential closure, with respect to all free variables other 
than variables in U, of the conjunction of a condition and p’s. 
A (ii-)computational normal formula is a formula of the form 
VW[(zr A 22.. . A ICI A . ..)-+(O. v -.*)I, 
where each ii is an i?/ii-initialization, each rci is an @-closure, and each Oi is an 
&!&target. We will not dwell on the obvious kinship of these definitions with Horn 
clauses and logic programming. 
The computational normal formula above is sequential if each zi and rci is sequen- 
tial. A sequential (computational) formula is a formula logically equivalent to a 
sequential computational normal formula. 
The formula above is bounded if each li is sequential and each ICY is sequential or 
bounded. A bounded (computational) formula is a formula logically equivalent to a 
bounded computational normal formula. Thus, in a bounded formula the closures 
are “guess-free,” in that they define an inductive generation of relations where new 
objects are computed from already computed ones. 
THEOREM 9. Every computational formula is logically equivalent to a com- 
putational normal formula. 
Proof: Consider a computational formula 
cp = vR 3x(p,, 
where cpO is in disjunctive normal form, and the free variables are U. 
Without loss of generality i? consists of one relational variable R: 
(p=VR 3X@, v ... v y1 ..’ v 6, v a..), 
where each fii is the conjunction of literals and negated R-atoms; each yi is the 
conjunction of literals, of R-atoms and of negated R-atoms; and each ai is the 
conjunction of literals and (possibly) R-atoms. Since the existential quantifier 
distributes over disjunction, 
(p=VR[(Vx -I B,) A ... A (vx -I yl) A ..* --f (%fd,) ‘.’ ***]. 
Each pi is of the form 
x A 1 R(7,) A -I R(i2) A -.., 
where each Zi is a tuple of V-terms. So 
VX -I j?i=Vtlx[(~+R(i,))v (x+R(&))v ...I 
which is an initialization. 
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Each yi is of the form 
X A 1 R(f,) A 1 R(i2)A ... A R(i;) A R($) A ... 
SO 
‘~‘2 1 y;=vXj[(x A (y=t’) A R(y)+R(i,)) 
v (x A (j=?,) A R($+R(7?)) 
v (x A (j=t2) A R(j)+R(i,)) v . ..] 
which is a closure. 
Similarly, each 3x6; is equivalent to a target. [ 
The same proof establishes for sequential formulas: 
PROPOSITION 10. A formula is sequential iff it is logically equivalent to a prenex- 
disjunctive ,formula of the form 
where each ll/i with a negated R-atom has exactly one negated R-atom and no more 
than one nonnegated R-atom. 
3.2. Second-Order Computational Formulas 
To characterize complexity classes above PTime we use second-order on-site 
acceptors. The explicit description of computations of such acceptors requires 
keeping track of changes of second-order pointers, and these are captured using 
quantification over third-order objects, that is, relations that take both relations 
(over structure objects) and structure objects as arguments. 
In third-order formulas we allow, as basic operations, adding and deleting single 
points from relations. That is, expressions denoting relations are built inductively 
from relational variables and the symbol 0, using the operations + and - of 
adding and removing points. These expressions for relations are needed to avoid 
additional first-order quantifiers. 
We define the second-order computational formulas to be the third-order formulas 
of the form 
where g are third-order variables, cp is quantifier-free in which the operations $- 
and - may occur. 
Second-order computational normal formulas and their sequential and bounded 
cases, are defined as for the first-order case, but with second-order variables now 
considered on a par with the first-order variables. 
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4. DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SEQUENTIAL COMPUTING 
4.1. Sequential Computing is Captured by Sequential Formulas 
PROPOSITION 11. Let 9 be a pedicate over a collection of V-structures. If 9 is 
definable b,y L.: acceptor (with or without selection), then 9 is definable by a sequen- 
tial computational J 2mula. 
Moreover, if 9 is definable by an acceptor with m states and h pointers, then .Y is 
definable bl* a sequential formula with m relational variables, all of arity h. 
Proof: Let M be an acceptor defining 9, with Pt(M) = {xl :.. n,,}. For each 
pointer 71, let xi be a fresh variable. For each state s of M let _s be a fresh h-ary 
predicate letter. The idea is that _s will contain all the values possibly encountered 
by the pointers when at state s. 
For each transition rule 8 of M define a formula (pB, as follows: 
If 8 is a relation evaluation, 
s,, a xi, “‘7ri,*Sb,s,., 
let (pO be 
t/x, .‘.x/zcS,(X)+ ((Q(xi,...X,,)~Sh(X)) A (lQ(xi, ...x~,)-*-s~(X)))). 
If 8 is a function evaluation, 
VX, ’ ’ .xh(-So(X) dJb(xl T ...t xi, ~ I > f(xi, > ...> Xl,), X,0+ I 3 ...Y Xh)). 
If 0 is a selection, 
let qe be 
vx, . . . xh? Yb,(x) --+Jb(x,, . ..t xi,- ,, y, X,,,+ ,, . . . . xh)). 
Define 
cp = V_s, ... (START(u) A + 3X ACCEPT(i)), 
where s1 ... are all the states of M. cp is obviously a sequential computational 
formula. The following conditions are then clearly equivalent: 
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?? ii E 19’1 * is accepted by M; 
?? there is a computation of M over Y for qti; and 
?? cy4p, CW~I I= cp. I 
Combining Theorem 2 and Proposition 11 we get: 
PROPOSITION 12. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated Y-struc- 
tures. If 9’ is definable by a (nondeterministic) log-space Turing acceptor, then 9’ is 
definable by a sequential computational formula. 
When the vocabulary -Y” has at least one constant, it is possible to prove 
Proposition 11 with computations coded by a single relation S: for an acceptor 
with m states and h pointers, S will have log m + h argument, of which the first 
log m will code the state: 
THEOREM 13. Suppose V is a vocabulary with at least one constant identt$er c. 
Let 9 be a predicate iver a collection of finite V-structures of size 22. If 9 is 
definable by, an acceptor M (with or without selection), then 9’ is definable by a 
sequential computational formula of the form VS 3 V 3 Wll/ (one relational quantifier). 
Moreover, every S-atom in II/ is an occurrence of either S(0) or S(G). 
Proof. Suppose that M has h pointers and m states. Let k = [log ml. For q <m 
let 
Code&z,, . . . . zk)=(s,wc) A .‘* A (ZkWC), 
where zi w c stands for .zi = c if the ith digit in the binary representation of q is 1, 
and for zi # c if that digit is 0. The proof proceeds similarly to that of 
Proposition 11. Where we had _s,(X) there, to capture “state s,” encounters values X 
at the pointers, we have here Code,(Z) A S(P, X). 
Namely, if 8 is a function evaluation, as there, let cps be 
VT, 3, 2, j(Xe -+ S(Z’, J)), 
where 
x0 - Code,(i) A Code,(Z’) A J = (x1, . . . . f(xi,, . . . . x,), . . . . x,,) A S(Z, X). 
This is of the form VOW(. . . S(U) . . . S(W) . . . ), where V = (2, X) and W = (3, j). The 
definition of qe for other cases is analogous, 
Define now 
cp = VS V5jS(CodeSTART 
- - 
(,?)A.%=ii+S(Z,X))A /j qe 
rules 0 
-+ 3%(CodeACCEPT(Z) A S(Z, 2)) 1 
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q is, modulo quantifier regrouping, a formula of the form required. It is also easy to 
verify that it defines the same predicate as M. 1 
4.2. Sequential Formulas Define Problems Solvable by Sequential Acceptors 
The converse of Proposition 12 can be proved directly, using (nondeterministic) 
log-space Turing acceptors. However, more is true: the converse of Proposition 11 
holds, without the restriction to enumerated, or even to finite structures, provided 
selection transitions are admitted. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. If 9’ is 
definable by a sequential formula, then 9 is definable by an acceptor with selection. 
Proof. Suppose B is a q-ary predicate defined by a sequential computational 
formula (p[U]. To keep notation uncluttred, suppose cp is of the form 
VR[VZ(X, + R(i,)) A VX(x* A R(Z) --) R(t;)) + 3X(x3 A R(t;))], 
where X is an m-tuple of (distinct) variables, R is k-ary, and X’ is a k-tuple of 
variables out of X (repetitions allowed). 
We describe an acceptor M that defines 9. The pointers of M are the variables 
Pointers ii are for the 
random values used in 
latest values put in R. 
24, “.uq; x, . ..x.; 21 “‘Zk. 
input values and will not be moved. Pointers X are for 
attempting closure conditions, and pointers Z are for the 
Let the states and transition rules implement the following algorithm. Initially, 
use selection to choose values for X, and test x1 for the current values of Is and X. If 
the test is positive, position pointers Z at the respective values of the terms i, (for 
the current values of U and X). 
Following a successful termination of this initial stage, repeat indefinitely a non- 
deterministic choice of one of the following three computations: 
?? Execute the initial stage. 
?? Use selection to choose values for 2. If X’ =f (for the current values), then 
evaluate x2. If the test is positive, position pointers f at the respective values of the 
terms ?I, 
?? Use selection to choose values for X, if Z equal the respective values of the 
terms i3, then test x3. If the test is positive, accept. 
The general case for cp is essentially the same, with minor additional bookkeeping 
for things like the conclusion of the initial stage and with a block of variables Zi for 
each quantified relational variable. 1 
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PROPOSITION 15. Let .6Y be a predicate over enumerated “Y-structures. If 9 is 
definable by a sequential computational formula, then 9 is definable by an acceptor. 
Proof This follows from Propositions 14 and 1, since enumerated structures are 
Herbrand. 1 
We can now combine the results above to yield a descriptive characterization of 
sequential and log-space computing: 
THEOREM 16. I. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of Y-structures. 9 is 
definable by a (nondeterministic) acceptor with selection tff it is definable by a 
sequential computational formula. 
II. Let B be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. 9 i.s 
definable by a (nondeterministic) log-space Turing acceptor tfjf it is definable by a 
sequential computational formula. 
Proof I is implied by Propositions 11 and 14. II follows from I, Theorem 2, and 
Proposition 15. 1 
4.3. Deterministic Computing 
Deterministic sequential (and log-space) computing is characterized by sequential 
formulas VR 3X$ that are coerced to be deterministic, in the sense that no 
relational letter in R can appear in the premise of more than one production in +. 
Thus, we have no logically meaningful criterion to distinguish between deter- 
ministic and non-deterministic computing in log-space. This is to be contrasted with 
time bounded computing, which we treat below. 
4.4. Relative Computing 
Let I,$ be a first-order formula over V augmented with the predicate letters R and 
Q. Then the formula Vkj has Q as a free relational letter and may be thought of as 
being a Y-formula with respect to an oracle denoted by Q. This is isomorphic to 
considering the vocabulary Y + Q. If x is a formula with free (n-ary) relational 
variable Q and $ is a formula, let x[$/Q] be the result of subsituting ix, . . . x,$ 
for Q in x (where x, ... is some canonical listing of all first-order variables). If x is 
first order, then we say that x[$/Q] is first order over II/. 
Analogously, one defines as usual a notion of a (on-site) oracle acceptor. An 
acceptor over V-structures, with oracles Q I . . . Qp, is the same as an acceptor over 
the structure V+ {Qi...Q,}. 
Thus, all results above apply to relativized computing and relativized formulas. 
4.5. Characterization of Sequential Computing by Positive Transitive Closure 
A formula p induces a relation E~jkp over r-tuples, where X and j are r-tuples of 
variables, all distinct. Let TC[k? A&] (V, W) d enote the reflexive and transitive 
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closure of that relation (for arguments V and W). This is a relation that can also be 
expressed by the formula 
VR’[R(V) A V.%j(R(x) A q + R(j)) + R(C)]. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let B be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. Zf 9 is 
definable by an acceptor with selection then it is definable by a formula existential 
over a single positive occurrence of TC applied to a quanttfier free relation. 
Proof: Assume that 9’ is defined by an acceptor. By Theorem 13 (and its proof), 
,!Y is defined by a formula of the form 
VR[Vt!j(Z -+ R(c)) A \d@(R(z) A X -+ R(j)) --) 3@([ A R(w)], 
where I, x, and c are quantifier-free Y-formulas (without R), and where 
for the fomulas x0 defined in the proof of Theorem 13. 9 is therefore defined by the 
formula 
(with free variables U). [ 
Immerman [Imm87] studied the relation between complexity classes and various 
transitive closure operations. His characterization of NLogSpace is this: 
THEOREM 18 (Immerman). Let B be a predicate over a collection of enumerated 
V-structures. 9’ is definable by a (nondeterministic) log-space Turing acceptor tff it is 
definable by a first-order formula over positive occurrences of TC. 
Proof A predicate defined by a formula of first-order logic augmented with 
positive uses of TC is easily seen to be definable, over enumerated structures, by a 
(nondeterminitic) log-space Turing acceptor. 
Conversely, if B is definable, over enumerated structures, by a log-space Turing 
acceptor, then it is definable by an on-site acceptor (Proposition 1) and is therefore 
defined by a first-order formula over (a single) positive TC, by Proposition 11. 1 
4.6. Characterization of Sequential Computing by Partially Ordered Quantifiers 
In [BG86] Blass and Gurevich study the characterization of complexity classes 
using the partially ordered quantifiers invented by Henkin [Hen611 and studied by 
Walkoe [Wa170]. This is a natural attempt to delineate complexity classes in the 
gray area between first-order and second-order definitions. Blass and Gurevich 
show that fairly weak forms of partially ordered quantifiers already define NP over 
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enumerated structures. Their main characterization of a sub-NP class uses the 
construct 
where c1 and fi are boolean variables. (That is, c( is a boolean that may depend on X 
but not on j, and p is a boolean that may depend on j but not on X.) This form 
they dub narrow Henkin quantifier. It is easy to see directly that a formula obtained 
by applying a narrow Henkin quantifier to a first-order formula defines, over 
enumerated structures, a predicate in co-NLogSpace. We show that the converse 
falls out from Proposition 13. 
THEOREM 19 (Blass and Gurevich). Let S be a predicate over enumerated 
V-structures. If S is definable by a (nondeterministic) log-space Turing acceptor then 
its complement is definable by a narrow Henkin quantifiers applied to a quantifier- 
free formula. 
Proof. Suppose that 9 is definable by a log-space Turing acceptor. By 
Theorem 13, 9 is then definable by a formula 
where $ is first order, and all S-atoms in $ are occurrences of S(X) and S(j). 
The negation of that formula, 
3svxvy 1 I), 
has the same syntactic property and is therefore semantically equivalent to 
where t,V arises from 1 II/ by replacing all occurrences of R(z) by c(, and all 
occurrences of R(j) by p. 1 
5. DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ALTERNATING COMPUTING 
5.1. Alternating Computing Is Captured by Bounded Formulas 
We say that an alternating acceptor is with existential selection if selection 
transitions are permitted but only with existential states as source. 
PROPOSITION 20. Let 9 be a predicate over a class of V-structures. If 9 is 
definable by an alternating acceptor with existential selection M then 9’ is definable 
by a bounded computational formula. 
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Moreover, if M has m states and h pointers, then 9 is definable by a bounded 
formula with m relational variables, all of arity h. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 11. Suppose that M is 
an h pointer alternating acceptor with existential selection that defines 8. For each 
state s of M let _s be a fresh h-ary predicate letter, and for each pointer rri let xi be a 
fresh variable. 
For each transition rule 6 define a formula xe, as follows. If 8 is a relation 
evaluation, 
let 
xo - (Q(xil *‘*xi,) +_s~(X)) A (lQ(X, --*xi,) +_s,(X)). 
If 8 is a function evaluation, 
let 
If 0 is a selection, 
let 
where y is a fresh variable. 
For each state s of M let rules(s) be the set of transition rules with s as source. 
For each existential state s let 
(Pszvxl .*'xhYb(z) + eeim(rJ x0). 
(Note that cpr is equivalent to &Eru,esCsj cps, for qe defined as in Proposition 11.) 
For each universal state s let 
(ps=vx, “‘Xh 
” > 
X6 . 
eEruks(S) 
(Here no rule 8~rules(s) is a selection, so y does not occur free.) Define 
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where si ... are all the states of M. q is clearly a bounded computational formula, 
and it is easy to verify that ii E JY\* is accepted by M iff Y, [U/U] b cp. 1 
Note the correspondence, in the proof, of conjunction with existential states and 
of disjunction with universal states. The intuitive motivation is this: the universally 
quantified relational variables act as “states-scanners.” If there is a successful com- 
putation along some nondeterministic choice, then the “states-scanner” must follow 
all possible executions to guarantee an encounter with an accepting state. Dually, if 
every nondeterministic choice leads to a successful computation, then the “states- 
scanner” need follow any one of the possible executions to guarantee an encounter 
with an accepting state. 
In analogy to the refinement of Proposition 11 to Theorem 13, we can refine 
Proposition 20 for vocabularies with at least one constant: 
PROPOSITION 21. Suppose Y is a vocaboluary with at least one constant identifier 
c. Let S be a predicate over a collection of finite V-structures of size 22. if 9 is 
definable by an alternating acceptor M (with or without selection), then 9 is definable 
by a bounded computational formula of the form VS 36 3Gtj (one relational quan- 
tifier). Moreover, every S-atom in + is an occurrence of either S(V) or S(E). 
Combining Proposition 20 with Theorem 4, we get 
PROPOSITION 22. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated Vy‘-strt.a= 
tures. If 9 is definable by a polynomial-time deterministic Turing acceptor, then 9 is 
definable by a bounded computational formula. 
5.2. Bounded Computational Formulas Define Problems Solvable by 
Alternating Acceptors 
PROPOSITION 23. I. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. If 9’ 
is definable by a bounded computational formula, then 9 is definable by an alter- 
nating acceptor with existential selection, 
II. Let 9’ be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. If 9 is 
definable by a bounded computational formula, then 9 is definable by a polynomial 
time Turing acceptor. 
Proof II follows from I, Theorem 4, and Proposition 1. 
I is proved like Proposition 15. Suppose 9 is a q-ary predicate defined by a 
sequential computational formula cp. To keep notation uncluttered, let cp be of the 
form 
VR[(VZ(X, + R(7,)) A VX(x2 A R(T) + R(Q) A Vx(x3 A R(x”) -+ R(tJ v R(t’,)) 
+ =(x4 A R(G))], 
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where X is an m-tuple of (distinct) variables, R is k-ary, and X’, 2” are k-tuples of 
variables out of X (repetitions allowed). 
Let M be an acceptor whose pointers are the variables 
u1 “.uq; x1 . ..x.; z1 “‘Zk. 
The states and transition rules will implement the following algorithm. The initial 
stage is like the initial stage in the proof of Proposition 15. Following a successful 
termination of the initial stage repeat indefinitely a nondeterministic choice of one 
of the following three computations: 
?? Execute the initial stage. 
?? Use selection to choose values for X. If X’ = Z (for the current values), then 
evaluate xZ. If the test is positive, position pointers Z at the respective values of the 
terms i2. 
?? Use selection to choose values for X. If X’ = Z, then evaluate x3. If the test is 
positive, proceed (co-nondeterministically) to both of the following: 
- Position pointers Z at the respective values of the terms i3; 
- Position pointers Z at the respective values of the terms T3. 
?? Use selection to choose values for 2; if Z equal the respective values of the 
terms i4 then test x4. If the test is positive, accept. m 
Combining Propositions 20 and 23, we obtain our descriptive characterization of 
alternating and polynomial time computing: 
THEOREM 24. I. Let 9’ be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. 9’ is 
definable by an alternating acceptor with existential selection ifs 9 is definable by a 
bounded computational formula. 
II. Let 9 be a predicate over a class of enumerated V-structures. 9’ is definable 
by a polynomial-time Turing acceptor iff 9 is definable by a bounded computational 
formula. 
5.3. The Symmetry of P 
Since P is closed under compementation, P is also characterized by the dual of 
bounded formulas. That is, 
PROPOSITION 25. A predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures is in 
PTime ifs it is definable by the negation of a bounded computational formula. 
A natural question is whether this characterization embodies a computational 
idea, of the kind we identified for (bounded) computational formulas. The anwer is 
positive. When recognizing in polynomial time, we may use rejection states to 
eliminate infinite computation sequences, simply by entering such a state whenever 
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a computation sequence enters the same configuration for the second time. It is easy 
to see that every relation in PTime is recognized by an alternating acceptor with 
ACCEPT and REJECT states, and with no diverging computation sequences. 
Acceptance of an input value is then equivalent to nonrejection. That is, u- is 
accepted iff there is a computation tree with no configuration at the rejection state. 
This last statement is easily formalized as the dual of a bounded computational 
formula. 
Theorem 22 can be generalized further: 
THEOREM 26. Let 9 be a predicate over enumerated V-structures. Suppose .Y is 
definable by a formula $ which is first order over bounded computational formulas. 
More generally, suppose + is obtained by successively substituting in a given first- 
order formula (the relations defined by) bounded formulas for predicate letters. Then 
9 is definable by a polynomial time deterministic Turing acceptor. 
Proof First-order quantification can be simulated, over enumerated structures, 
in log-space. Therefore 9 is recognized in log-space relative to polynomial-time 
oracles and is therefore in PTime. 1 
5.4. Characterization of Polynomial Time by Fixpoints 
Let tixpoint,[l~.%.cp](ii) denote the fixpoint of the formula cp with respect to the 
predicate variable R, where R is positive in cp, and of the same arity as X and ii. 
Analogous to Proposition 17 for sequential computing and transitive closure we 
have the following relation between alternating computing and the lixpoint 
operator. 
PROPOSITION 27. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. If 9 is 
definable by an alternating acceptor (with or without selection) then it is definable by 
a formula existential over a single fixpoint applied to an existential first-order 
formula. 
Proof Assume that S is defined by an alternating acceptor. By Proposition 21 
(and its proof), 9 is defined by a formula of the form 
V R VX(t -+ R(x)) A VXZ v (x, A R(i;) -+ R(t,)) + 3 j({ A R(j)) , 
J 1 
where 1, xj, and [ are quantifier free Y-formulas (without R) and where each Zi is a 
tuple of variables out of t. 9 is therefore defined by the formula 
{ A fixpoint, [kf.(z v v 3ii(R(ii,) A x,) A X = t;)] (j) . n 
i > 
From Proposition 27 we obtain an important descriptive characterization of 
polynomial time computing [Imm86, Var82]: 
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THEOREM 28 (Immerman, Vardi). Let 9 be a predicate over a class of 
enumerated Y-structures. B is definable by a polynomial time deterministic Turing 
acceptor iff it is definable by a formula in first-order logic + tixpoint. 
Proof: Applying the lixpoint construct, to a k-ary polynomial time computable 
predicate, yields a polynomial time computable predicate over enumerated struc- 
tures, because fixpoint[IRq] must close after at most nk’iterations of cp (n being the 
size of the structure) and, counting up to nk, can be done using k heads. By induc- 
tion on the number of occurrences of iixpoint it then follows that every formula of 
first-order logic augmented with the tixpoint construct defines a polynomial time 
predicate (over enumerated structures) and is therefore definable by a bounded 
computational formula. 
The converse follows from Propositions 27 and 4. 1 
5.5. Characterization of Polynomial Time by Alternating Transitive Closure 
To capture polynomial time, Immerman [Imm87] also defines alternating trans- 
itive closures (ATC) of first-order formulas. These are special cases of the fixpoint 
operator and are, therefore, also in PTime. We refer the reader to [Imm87] for the 
precise definition and merely point out that the proof of Theorem 18 also shows the 
following: 
LEMMA 29. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. If 
9 is definable by an alternating acceptor (with existential selection), then 9 is 
definable by the existential closure of an alternating transitive closure of a first-order 
formula. 
From this we have 
THEOREM 30 (Immerman). Let B be a predicate over finite enumerated V-struc- 
tures. 9 is definable by a polynomial time Turing acceptor tff it is definable by a 
formula offirst-order logic augmented with ATC. 
Since the alternating transitive closure operation is definable by lixpoint, 
Lemma 29 provides an alternative proof for Proposition 27. 
5.6. Nondeterministic Polynomial Time 
The seminal descriptive characterization of a complexity class is the following 
theorem of Fagin [Fag741 and Jones and Selman [JS74].* 
THEOREM 31 (Fagin, Jones, Selman). Let B be a predicate over a class of 
enumerated V-structures. The following conditions are equivalent : 
* See Footnote 2 above. 
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1. 9 is in NPTime; 
2. 9 is defined by the dual (negation) of a computational formula (i.e., of the 
form 3RVZcp, with cp quantifier free); 
3. 9 is defined by an existential second-order formula (i.e., of the form 3 &p, 
with cp first order). 
Proof. (1 3 2) A predicate 9 in NPTime is definable as (3 guess set S) YOb. 
where 9’0 is a predicate polynomial time computable relative to S. By 
Proposition 25 (and Section 4.4) YO is definable by the dual of a computational 
formula, 3 R VXcp, with cp quantifier free. So 9 is also definable by such a formula. 
(2 * 3) is trivial. 
(3 3 1) A formula Ic/ = 3 i&p, with cp first order, can be computed by guessing 
interpretations for K and computing cp. cp is computed in NLogSpace, let alone in 
PTime, so $ is computed in NPTime. 1 
From Theorem 31 we obtain immediately the following link between second- 
order definability and the polynomial time hierarchy [Sto77]: 
THEOREM 32. A predicate over a class of enumerated structures is in the 
polynomial time hierarchy iff it is second-order definable. 
Note that the computational formulas in Theorem 31 need not be bounded. In 
fact, complete NPTime predicates can be defined by computational formulas with 
the slightest relaxation of the boundedness condition. Emulating [BG86], consider 
a circuit C with NAND gates (Sheffer’s stroke). Consider a V-structure, for 
Y = (c, J) (c a constant and J binary), whose objects are the links of C, with c the 
exit link, and with xJy meaning that there is a gate with input at x and output at y. 
Then the validity of the propositional formula calculated by C is expressed by 
VR[Vxyz(x + (Rx c* 1 (Ry A Rz)) + Rc], 
where x = yJx A ZJX. Splitting the equivalence into two implications and rewriting 
in disjunctive form, we have 
VR[Vxyz(x + ((1Rx v 1Ry v 1Rz) A (Rx v (Ry A Rz))) -+Rc]. 
Distributing + over A and v over A yields 
VR[Vxyz((l~ v 1Rx v -IRY v 1Rz) A (x + Rx v Ry) A (x -+ Rx v Rz)) + Rc]. 
Distributing V over A , eliminating duplicates, and using the equivalence 
(ar\Vx~--+y)-(a+(3x~/l)vy),wehave 
VR[Vxyz(x + Rx v Ry) + 3xyz(x A Rx A Ry A Rz) v Rc]. 
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By the definition of x, distributing + over v, and eliminating duplicates, this is 
equivalent to the computational normal formula 
VR[Vxy( ( yJx --) Rx) v ( yJx --, Ry)) -+ 3xyz( yJx A ZJX A Rx A Ry A Rz) v Rc]. 
Here we have one unary relational quantifier, no productions, and one 
initialization, which, however, is neither sequential nor bounded. 
6. COMPUTATIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF FIRST-ORDER DEFINABILITY 
In the last two sections we have derived new descriptive characterizations for two 
well-know computational complexity classes, NLogSpace and PTime. We conclude 
our discussion of first-order computing with a characterization of a dual nature: we 
show that a fundamental descriptive condition, first-order definability, is charac- 
terized by a suitable computational device. After having stated this I was told by 
David Hare1 that [HK84] proves basically the same result, only using an 
imperative programming language rather than acceptors. Still, it is of some interest 
to describe the main result of [HK84] in the present setting. 
Given an acceptor M, the graph ofM is the digraph whose vertices are the states 
of M, with an edge from s to s’ just in case there is a transition with s as source and 
s’ as target. An acceptor is directed if its graph is loop free. 
PROPOSITION 33. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. If 9 is 
defined by an alternating directed acceptor then 9’ is defined by a first-order formula. 
Proof: By induction on the number of states in the alternating directed acceptor 
M defining 8. 
If the initial state is the accepting state, which must be the case if M has only one 
state, then 9 is defined by the formula true. 
Assume that the initial state START of M is distinct from the accepting state, 
and suppose that B is k-ary. If START is the source of no transition, then B is 
defined by the formula false. 
Suppose START is the source of exactly one transition t? If 8 is relation 
evaluation, 
START, Q, nil . . . xi, a sl, s2, 
let M, be the directed alternating acceptor whose states are the states of M except 
START; whose initial state is s1 ; whose accepting state is the accepting state of M; 
and whose transitions are the transitions of M for its states (since M is directed, 
there is no transition with START as target). Let M2 be defined similarly. By induc- 
tion assumption there are first-order formulas 40~ [u, . . . u,], (p2 [u, . . . uk] that 
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define the same predicates as M, and M,, respectively. 9 is then defined by the 
formula 
If 8 is a function evaluation, 
START, f, rrcil . . TC,~ =a sI, T-C,,, 
let M, be defined as above, and let cp , [u, . . . uk] be the corresponding first-order 
formula as above. Then S is defined by the formula cp, [u, . uio_ , , f( ui, . u;,), 
u 0+1 “’ 41. 
Finally, if 0 is a selection, 
STARTas,, xIO, 
again let cp,[u, . . . uk] be defined as above. Then 9 is defined by the formula 
Vk,cpl. 
Now assume that START is the source of transitions 8, . . . f!lp_ 1. Let $i (i < p) be 
the formula defined for transition 8, as above. If START is existential, then 9 is 
defined by the formula Vicp tii. If START is universal, then 9 is defined by the 
formula A,_, I)~. 1 
PROPOSITION 34. Let B be a predicate over a collection of Y-structures. If 9 is 
defined by a first-order formula, then 9 is defined by an alternating directed acceptor. 
Proof By induction on the prenex-disjunctive normal formula cp[u, . . uk] that 
defines Y. The case for 50 a literal is trivial. 
If cp = I) A x, define M with a universal initial state sO and with two spontaneous 
transitions to the initial states of the acceptors equivalent to + and x, respectively. 
The case cp z I) v 1 is similar, except that sO is existential. 
If cp = VXI), then by induction assumption there is an alternating directed accep- 
tor M’ that defines the same predicate as $[ui ... uk, x]. Let si be the initial state 
of M’. Let M be the alternating directed acceptor whose states are the states of M’ 
with one additional universal state sO, whose initial state is sO, with the same 
accepting state as M, and whose transitions are the transitions of M’ plus the 
selection transition sO * si, nk + 1. Then M defines 9. 
The case cp 3 3x1) is imilar, with sO existential. 1 
Combining Propositions 33 and 34 we have 
THEOREM 35. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of “Y-structures. 9 is defined 
by a first order formula iff it is defined by an alternating directed acceptor. 
The correspondence between directed alternating acceptors and first order for- 
mulas projects to special acceptors and special formulas. Say that an acceptor is 
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universal if it is co-nondeterministic, that is, if it is an alternating acceptor whose 
states are all universal. 
PRQPOSITION 36. Let g be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. B is 
defined by a nondeterministic directed acceptor tff 9? is defined by a first order 
formula with no positive occurrence of V and A, and no negative occurrence of 
3 and v. 
Dually, B is defined by a universal directed acceptor tff 9 is defined by a first- 
order formula with no negative occurrence of V and A, and no positive occurrence of 
3 and v. 
The use of existential and universal states to capture disjunction and conjunction 
of quantifier-free formulas can be eliminated by multiplying the number of states to 
record the truth values of several atomic formulas simultaneously. This permits 
a refinement of Proposition 36, in which the conditions on conjunctions and 
disjunctions are eliminated: 
PROPOSITION 37. Let B be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. Zf B is 
defined by a first-order formula with no positive occurrence of V and no negative 
occurrence of 3, then 9 is defined by a nondeterministic directed acceptor. 
Dually, tf 9’ is defined by a first-order formula with no negative occurrence of V 
and no positive occurrence of 3, then 9’ is defined by a universal directed acceptor. 
7. DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER COMPUTING 
7.1. Polynomial Space and Second-Order Sequential Formulas 
Here we lift the correspondence between first-order acceptors and first-order 
sequential formulas to their second-order analogs. 
PROPOSITION 38. Let 9’ be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. Zf 9 is 
definable by a second-order (nondeterministic) acceptor M then it is definable by a 
second-order sequential computational formula cp. 
Proof: Analogous to Proposition 11. Here, if M has p individual pointers and q 
relational pointers of arities r1 . . . rq, then the third-order variables of cp take p 
individual arguments and q relational arguments of the corresponding arities, and 
the second-order variables of cp are of arities E { rl . . . r,}. 
Combining this with Theorem 6, we have 
THEOREM 39. Let 9’ be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. 
Zf 9’ is definable by a polynomial space (first-order) Turing acceptor then it is 
definable by a second-order sequential computational formula. 
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Analogously to Proposition 14 we have the converse of Proposition 38: 
THEOREM 40. Let S be a predicate over a collection of Y”-structures. Zf 9 is 
definable by a second-order sequential computational formula then it is definable by a 
second-order acceptor with selection. 
Since selection is eliminable over enumerated structures (Proposition 1 ), we get 
from the last two theorems a result analogous to Theorem 16, which provides a 
descriptive characterization of polynomial space computing. 
THEOREM 41. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. 
9 is definable by a polynomial-space (first-order) Turing acceptor tff it is definable 
by a second-order sequential computational formula. 
Moreover, 9’ is definable by a space O(nk) (nondeterministic) Turing acceptor iff it 
is definable by a second-order sequential computational formula where all second- 
order relations have arity <k. 
In analogy to Immerman’s theorem 18 above, we get from Theorem 41 the 
following results of Immerman (see [Imm87, Section 51 for precise definitions).’ 
THEOREM 42 (Immerman). Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated 
V/‘-structures. 9 is definable by a nondeterministic Space(nk) (first-order) Turing 
acceptor tff it is definable by a second-order formula with relations of arity d k and 
with positive occurrences of second-order transitive closure. 
7.2. Exponential Time and Second-Order Bounded Formulas 
We proceed lifting results to the second-order level, now for alternating acceptors 
and bounded computational formulas. 
PROPOSITION 43. Let B be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. Zf 9 is 
definable by a second-order alternating acceptor with existential selection, M, then it 
is definable by a second-order bounded computational formula cp. 
Moreover, if M has (second-order) relational pointers of arity dk, then cp has 
relational variables of arity d k. 
Proof Similar to Proposition 20. m 
Conversely, we have the following analog of Proposition 23. 
PROPOSITION 44. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of V-structures. Zf 9 is 
definable by a second-order bounded computational formula then it is definable by a 
second-order alternating acceptor with existential selection. 
’ These results and our Theorem 41 were obtained independently. 
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Combining Theorem 8 and Propositions 44 and 43 we obtain a statement 
analogous to Theorem 24, which provides a descriptive characterization of 
exponential time computing: 
THEOREM 45. I. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of Ilr-structures. 9 is 
definable by an alternating second-order acceptor with existential selection iff 9 is 
definable by a second-order bounded computational formula. 
II. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. B is 
definable by a deterministic exponential time Turing acceptor iff 9 is definable by a 
bounded second-order computational formula. 
Recall that here ExpTime = Uc,k Time(/) = U Ppo,ynom,a, Time(2P(“)). Analogously 
to Section 5.5 we can derive from this a characterization in terms of second-order 
alternating transitive closure (see again [Imm87] for details): 
THEOREM 46 (Immerman). Let B be a predicate over a collection of enumerated 
V-structures. 9 is definable by a deterministic exponential time Turing acceptor iff it 
is definable by a second-order formula with second-order alternating transitive closure. 
Moreover, B is definable by a deterministic Time(2P(“)) Turing acceptor, with 
deg(P) = k, tff it is definable by a second-order formula with second-order alternating 
transitive closure, whose relational variables are of arity 6 k. 
7.3. Nondeterministic Exponential Time and the Exponential Time Hierarchy 
The argument for the Fagin-Jones-Selman theorem 31, lifted one order up, 
yields a descriptive characterization of nondeterministic exponential time com- 
puting. 
THEOREM 47. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. 
9 is definable by a (fully) nondeterministic exponential time (first-order) Turing 
acceptor tfjf the dual of 9 is definable by a second-order computational formula. 
Let the full exponential time hierarchy be E = ExpTime, EE, EEE, . . . . Note that 
this definition is stronger than the (computationally more interesting) “strong 
exponential hierarchy,” E, NPE, NPNpE, . . . . as defined, for example, in [Hem87]. 
From Theorem 47 we have immediately: 
THEOREM 48. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures. 
9 is definable in third-order logic tff 9 is in the full exponential time hierarchy, 
7.4. Order-Generic Characterizations: Super-exponential Resources and 
Higher Order Logic 
The proofs of all our results above are generic with respect to orders of acceptor 
and to the corresponding orders of computational formulas. 
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THEOREM 49. Let 9 be a predicate over a collection qffinite V-structures, k 3 1. 
1. 9 is definable by a (nondeterministic) k-order acceptor zff 9’ is definable by a 
sequential k-order computational formula. 
2. 9 is definable by an alternating k-order acceptor with existential selection {fj 
:/P is definable by a bounded k-order computational formula. 
To summarize the corresponding results for enumerated structures, we define the 
following classes of functions (complexity measures): 
?? C, consists of the functions f(n) = a + c log(n), a, c = 1, 2, . . . . 
?? CA,, consists of the functions g(n) = 2”“‘, with .f’~ Ck. 
THEOREM 50. Let .Y be a predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures, 
k3 1. 
1. 9 is definable by a NSpace(C,) Turing acceptor lff 9 is definable by a 
sequential k-order computational formula. 
2. 9 is definable by a DTime(C, + , ) Turing acceptor iff 9 is definable by a 
bounded k-order computational formula. 
3. 9’ is definable by a NTime( C, + , ) Turing acceptor ijf .“p is definable by an 
existential (k + 1 )-order formula. 
4. .Jp is in the (C,,, )-time hierarchy iff 9’ is definable by a (k + 1 )-order 
,formula. 
At the limit, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 51. A predicate over a collection of enumerated V-structures is defined 
in type theor]) (i.e., o-order logic) iff it is computable in Kalmar-elementary 
resources, ‘O i.e., in time and space bounded by exp,(x) for some i>O, where 
exp,(x) =o, x and exp,, 1(x) =Df2exp1(r’. 
The referee noted that equivalence (3) of Theorem 50, generalizing the 
Fagin-Jones-Selman theorem to higher orders, was proved by Christen [Chr74], 
and reported in [Biir84]. 
8. THE DUALITY IN DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
The seminal Fagin-Jones-Selman theorem (Theorem 31 above) naturally led to 
the problem of characterizing complexity classes under NP. An apparent difficulty 
was the large computational gap between first-order description, which lies strictly 
under log-space, and the use of a single second-order quantifier, which leads out- 
” See, e.g.. [Ros84] for information on Kalmar-elementary functions. 
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right to NP or co-NP, even with monadic relations [BG86]. The difftculty has 
been bypassed by considering first-order logic enriched with particular second-order 
constructs, of computational or logical significance, such as tixpoint operators, 
transitive closure operators, and (narrow) partially ordered quantifiers. 
We have attempted instead to delineate subclasses of higher order formulas by 
considering syntactic restrictions on the matrix of strict I71 formulas. We believe 
that the two approaches shoud be viewed as complementary. The relation between 
them is analogous to the familiar dual definitions of inductively generated sets: 
on the one hand, as the intersection of all sets satisfying given closure conditions 
and, on the other hand, as sets that can be generated constructively “from within” 
by a specified generative process. A non-trivial example of this duality is the 
equivalence” between two definitions of the hyperarithmetical sets: by a generative 
process over recursive ordinals, on the one hand, and as the Af sets in the analytical 
hierarchy, on the other hand. Each one of these two equivalent definitions 
illuminates the other and is natural for particular applications. 
The “internal” approach, of expanding first-order logic, has the advantage of 
focusing on computationally interesting constructs. Our “external” approach, of 
suitable restrictions on second-order formulas, is “purely logical” (no com- 
putationally based constructs) and presents the technical advantage of operating 
within the entire machinery of second-order logic. Our characterizations are 
therefore both easy to derive and easily imply characterizations by computationally 
driven operators. 
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